
Alice In Wonderland Reversible Necklace
Project N659
Designer: Julie Bean

To quote from the storybook Alice In Wonderland, this necklace is "curiouser and curiouser" with it's Swarovski rhinestone bedecked
reversible sides. Whether you are fan of the story or just whimsy, this fun accessory will make you smile.

What You'll Need

Antiqued Silver Plated Bubble Circle Chain 4.3mm - Bulk By The Foot
SKU: CHA-9987
Project uses 2 feet

Nunn Design Antiqued Silver Plated Key Toggle Clasp Bar 24mm
SKU: FCL-7207
Project uses 1 piece

Nunn Design Silver Plated Pewter Round Toggle Clasp Ring 11mm (1)
SKU: FCL-7509
Project uses 1 piece

Black Finish Pewter Open Oval Jump Rings 6mm 20 Gauge (50)
SKU: FJR-6000
Project uses 4 pieces

Nunn Design Antiqued Silver Plated Pewter Square Raised Bezel Pendant 7/8
Inch

SKU: PND-6626
Project uses 1 piece

Nunn Design Antiqued Silver Plated Square Raised Tag Pendant Link 1/2 Inch
SKU: PND-6716
Project uses 1 piece

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Flatback Crystal Rhinestones #2028 Xilion SS9
Golden Shadow (72)

SKU: SWF-10904
Project uses 27 pieces

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Flatback Rhinestones #2058 SS9 Hematite
(72)

SKU: SWF-40915
Project uses 23 pieces

Mod Podge Matte All-In-One Decoupage Sealer / Glue / Finish (4 fl. oz. )
SKU: XTL-1047
Project uses 1 piece

E6000 Industrial Strength Glue Adhesive (0.18 fl oz)
SKU: XTL-1054
Project uses 1 piece

Collage Sheet Alice In Wonderland Theme 23mm Squares (1 Sheet)
SKU: XTL-9400
Project uses 1 piece

Specialized Tools

Fiskars 5 Precision Tip Scissors - Super Sharp
SKU: XTL-5700

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Beadsmith Magical Rhinestone Pick Up Tool With Cleaning Kit - Great For
Placing Flatback Rhinestones

SKU: XTL-4004

Instructions:

Note: You will need a paint brush for this project. Please make sure to clean your paint brush (with water is fine)
between steps. You will also need a toothpick or small piece of wire to use as an applicator for this project.

1. To begin, find 4 images that you like on your square sheet of Alice In Wonderland graphics. Two of the images you be using in their
entirety (23mm square) and the other two you will be cutting down considerably. See photo. Cut out your images to fit the squares
on your two Patera raised tag pendants.

2. Using a paint brush, brush a layer of Mod Podge onto the backside of one of your 23mm images and place it into the raised square
of the Patera 7/8" raised tag pendant. The image will be a little small for the bezel so scoot it up so that the paper edge lines up on
the top and right hand sides. Press into place and let dry. Repeat this step with your other 23mm image on the other side of the
Patera bezel (you might need to cut it down just slightly to fit). Once dry, paint a layer of Mod Podge onto the top side of each
image, making sure to go all the way to the edges. Prop up your pendant so that nothing is touching the glue on either side while it
dries. Once dry, paint another layer of Mod Podge over the first. Let dry.

3. For your two smaller images that fit into the 1/2" Patera raised tag pendant link, spread glue on their backs and place them into
their appropriate places on the pendant link. Press into place and let dry. See photo. Once dry, paint a layer of Mod Podge onto the
top side of each image, making sure to go all the way to the edges. Prop up your pendant link so that nothing is touching the glue
on either side while it dries. Once dry, paint another layer of Mod Podge over the first. Let dry.

4. Please watch the video on How to Use BeadSmith's Magical Tray and Magical Pick Up Tool for Flatback Rhinestones. Following
what you learned in the video, place your Swarovski flat back rhinestones in hematite and crystal golden shadow onto your raised
tag pendants as seen in the photos. To get the rhinestones to stick to the metal, use a toothpick or small piece of wire as an
applicator, and place small dabs of E6000 directly onto the metal. Then place your flatbacks into the glue. Let dry. Please feel free
to place your rhinestones where ever you like, use the design in the photo as a guideline and follow it if you like, or go out on your
own.

5. At this time, also apply 3 flatback rhinestones to the round toggle clasp ring following the same method as above. Let dry.

6. Open a 6mm black finish oval jump ring and connect your two bezel pendants together (the link and the pendant). Close the jump
ring.

7. Fold your chain in half and find the middle bubble chain link. Open a 6mm oval jump ring and connect it to this center chain link and
also the loop at the top of your connected pendants. Close the jump ring.

8. On one end of your chain, open and link a jump ring to the end chain link as well as the loop on your toggle bar which is shaped like
a key. Close the jump ring. Go to the other side of your chain and link a jump ring to that end chain link and the loop connected to
your toggle clasp ring. Close the jump ring.

9. Enjoy!

Variations

There are so many great collage sheets to choose from. Pick the design you like best!

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.

  


